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Abstract
Proteins are known to fold into tertiary structures that determine their functionality in
living organisms. By understanding the general features of this folding process, that are
independent of specific proteins, folding can be better understood. Self-organized critical
systems exhibit behavior that scales with system size. In this project, I wrote a simulation
of a simplistic three dimensional cubic lattice protein model. The model consisted of only
two different types of amino acids, one being hydrophobic and the other hydrophilic,
known as the HP model. To identify self-organized criticality in proteins, there must be
clear signs of power law behavior in the folding process. Initial results show indications
of self-organized criticality in protein folding; however, there is also a sign of limitation
with the computational model used.
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1. Introduction
A. Proteins
Proteins are a vital component of life and are found within the cells that make up the
biological world around us. Proteins are widely discussed in biology, for their important
functionality in biological systems. A protein’s function can be categorized into five
different biological purposes including structure, transport, messenger, enzymes, and
antibodies1. Amino acids are the building block of the protein and there are only 20
different types of amino acids found in nature. A protein’s biological function originates
from the number, order, and structural organization of amino acids in the chain.

B. Protein Folding
For a protein to function, a chain of amino acids must fold into a three dimensional
structure. The unique final structure is driven by the interactions between the amino
acids. The way amino acids interact with each other is through molecular bonds and
electrostatic forces. These interactions lower the overall potential energy of the protein.
The driving mechanism for the folding is for the amino acid chain to find a state of
equilibrium, which is the lowest energy state. Once the chain reaches a stable equilibrium
it can now be called a protein.
Understanding the protein folding process is important for medical researchers,
because proteins are an essential part of biological processes. If proteins happen to
misfold it can lead to the formation of medical diseases which currently have no real
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cure, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. By understanding the folding process it is
possible to better understand why proteins misfold and how misfolding can be fixed.

C. Simulating Protein Folding
In nature proteins fold on the scale of milliseconds and because of their size the
folding process is difficult to study2. This experimental difficulty makes computer
simulations of the folding process an easier task to accomplish. Most simulations of
proteins fall within four categories: brute force, conformation based, game based, or
statistically based methods.
The brute force method is the most simplistic and potentially the most time
consuming means of researching protein folding. The brute force method is based upon
the idea that by trying every single possible configuration the lowest energy configuration
would be identified as the correct configuration for that particular arrangement of amino
acids. The issue with this method is that the number configurations that must be tried for
a given length of amino acid chain increases in a non-linear manner as you look at longer
chains.
Confirmation simulations are rooted in the idea that by studying the final structure of
proteins it can be possible to predict the final structure of a simulated protein with a
different arrangement of the amino acid chain. Confirmation based simulations are
thought as a trial and error method where a computer is making a logical guess at an end
structure and then compares it to the final structure of an actual protein. This method is
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heavily based on the idea that all proteins fold in a similar way and that there is a form of
repetition that occurs in the folding process.
For the game based model a completely different approach is used. These simulations
are all puzzle based video games. The players are given a three dimensional graphical
representation of an amino acid chain. They are then instructed to attempt to fold the
chain using their cursor. Points are given to the players based on folds that lower the
energy of the system. Multiple players compete against each other for the highest score.
The principle of this method is based on the fact that the human brain might be better
suited to fold a protein than a computer. The human brain is able to take into account
causality and intuitively predict an outcome to a set of folds. The most well-known
protein folding game to date is Foldit3.
The statistical based approach is the one used in this paper. The statistical based
method is also a time consuming method to simulate, because the algorithm it consist of
discrete time steps. These time steps will be referred to as iterations later on. At each time
step the algorithm attempts to randomly fold a portion of the amino acid chain. An
additional problem with this simulation is that there is no clear stopping point for the
folding process. Since the algorithm is statistically based, it is difficult to know with
certainty that the protein is completely folded. To ensure the data collected from the
simulations are of folded proteins, they are taken over an average.
The research discussed in this paper follows a statistical approach of folding a
protein. This approach is specifically used to determine if the folding process exhibits
self-organized critical behavior. In the Theory section self-organized criticality will be
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discussed. The algorithm used to simulate the model and key assumptions made will be
discussed in the Methods section. Finally the paper will finish with a discussion of the
results and concluding remarks.
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2. Theory
A. Self-organized Criticality
Self-organized criticality (SOC) occurs when a system naturally organizes itself to
some critical point. A critical point is a unique state of the system that marks a transition
point between predictable behavior and a subsequent chaotic event. The first system
described to exhibit SOC behavior was the sand pile model by Per Bak, Chao
Tang and Kurt Wiesenfeld4. This model studies the growth evolution of a pile of sand,
assuming sand granules are dropped from a random location above a surface. As the sand
falls upon the surface enough sand accumulates such that the sand granules begin to stack
on top of each other. As time progresses sand starts to form piles which vary in size and
slopes. During this time the falling sand can trigger an avalanche that varies in size and
frequency. Despite the avalanches appearing to occur randomly the result is that the
frequency and avalanche size follows an avalanche behavior.
The state of the sand pile just before the avalanche marks the critical point. For sand
pile model specifically, the critical point is characterized by the tangent of the slope of
the sand pile just before the avalanche occurs4. Avalanches vary in frequency of
occurrence and magnitude. When the frequency is plotted versus magnitude the result
follows a power law behavior. An example of a power law is seen in Figure 1 (a). Please
note that values in figure 1 are a result for picking arbitrary values in the power law
function and do not refect any data collected. To confirm whether the function in Figure 1
(a) is truly a power law the log of the function needs to produce a linear line. This can be
seen in Figure 1 (b) when compared with a best fit line.
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Figure 1: Demonstrating power laws (a) Plot of an arbitrarily chosen power law
function. (b) The log-log plot of graph (a). Note that the power in (a) is the slope of (b).

A power law function can be most easily described as in equation 2, where equation 1 is
the original equation.
( )

(1)

( ( ))
Where

( )

( )

is the frequency of avalanche of size s, A is a constant as well as the y-

intercept, and is the power in the exponential and forms slope of the log-log plot.
Equations (1) and (2) are illustrated in Figure 1. The log-log plot gives a clear
representation of the power law.
A scaling feature is also present in the sand pile model. The power law feature shows
that as the size of the sand pile increases, so does the maximum size of a possible
avalanche. This means as the system size increases the slope of the logged power law
remains the same but shifted on the x axis. The implications of this, is that SOC systems
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(2)

have a scaling feature. The scaling feature would allow for certain features of the folding
process to be length invariant. The scaling feature could be useful for future research,
when scaling simulations up for longer proteins. For most statistical models the
computational time required to fold a protein increases with protein length.
The focus of this research is to find whether protein folding exhibits SOC behavior.
To do this, it is important to define a ground work for what SOC is for protein folding.
Within the model, an avalanche is analogous to any number of consecutive folds of the
protein. The critical point is believed to be the state the amino acid chain is in when it is
unfolded. The process of plotting and analyzing the data is similar to that of the sand pile
model.
In order to confirm that the data collected is a power law, it is necessary to perform a
statistical test to confirm that the log-log of the data is in fact best fit by a linear function.
To do this the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) is applied. The KS test is a statistical
test used to determine whether a set of data points lies within a specified basis, with a
specific degree of uncertainty5.

7

B. Monte Carlo Method
When using a statistically structured algorithm it is common practice to base it on
well-known proven algorithms. For the case of this paper the Monte Carlo method is
used. The reasoning behind the use of the Monte Carlo method approach relies on
statistics to solve complex problems6. The Monte Carlo method is a key element in this
research. The implementation of the Monte Carlo method will be discussed in more detail
in the methods section, subsection C.
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3. Method
A. HP Lattice Protein
The Hydrophobic-Polar model (HP model) is an exact simple way of thinking about
protein folding7. The concept behind the model is that amino acids can be simplified and
separated into two separate categories: hydrophobic and hydrophilic. The reason why the
HP model is used for this paper is because this model is a good stepping stone for
studying complex phenomena. The HP model is spatially represented on a cubic lattice in
two dimensions or in three. This paper uses a three dimensional cubic lattice. By
simplifying the amino acids down into two separate and opposite categories, it allows for
the amino acid chain to retain the driving force for folding as well as simplifying the
interactions between the amino acids.

B. Interaction Energies
Interaction energies are the values of the energy between two amino acids that are
unit one distance away. Interaction energy does not include the value between two amino
acids that are connected by a longer line; see Figure 2 (a). Notice that the amino acids are
distributed randomly through the chain. The red and blue signify the two different amino
acid types. With the system parameters of a three dimensional lattice protein, a given
amino acid can interact with up to four other amino acids and at the end of the chain an
amino acid can interact with up to five others. The value of the interaction energies can
be seen in Table 1. It is important to note that the energy of the unfolded protein is
defined as zero. This means that any interactions between amino acids can lower the
9

energy of the system. For this model it was assumed that strongest forces involved were
those of nearest neighbors. This allowed for the interaction energies in Table 1 to remain
a constant, since the distance between two interacting amino acids was unit 1 away. Since
the two amino acid types are representing hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids, the
hydrophobic amino acids will have the strongest interactions with themselves and the
hydrophilic will have the weakest. This can be thought as the hydrophobic amino acids
being the primary driving force to the configuration of the end structure.
Table I. Interaction Energy Table
Hydrophobic

Hydrophilic

Hydrophobic

-10

-1

Hydrophilic

-1

-2

a)

b)
Nearest Neighbors

Interaction

Figure 2: Square lattice protein a) Diagram of an amino acid chain with an example
of a nearest neighbor. b) Diagram of a partially folded protein with an example of
two amino acids interacting. Note that the two different colors represent the two
possible types of amino acids.
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C. Folding Process
For an amino acid chain to become a protein it must undergo a folding process. The
folding process that is used in this paper is seen in Figure 3. The complete code is in
Appendix A and B. The algorithm starts by finding the current energy level of the system
and temporarily stores it for comparison later. The temperature of the protein is then
determined. From there an amino acid is selected at random for an attempted fold. This
aspect of the algorithm is based upon the Monte Carlo method. This is because it is
necessary to keep the decision aspects of the algorithm random. The randomness allows
for fundamental features of the system to be noticeable. When the protein first starts out
as a straight chain of amino acids, only the end of the chain is allowed to move. This is
because the code looks for the possible locations it can move an amino acid to, without
breaking the following set of rules: Bonds cannot stretch or break, multiple amino acids
can move in a given iteration and amino acids cannot exist in the same location.
Once the possible locations have been found, the algorithm chooses one available
move at random. This is continuing the stochastic nature of the simulation. The energy
of the system is then found if the amino acid were to move there. If this energy value is
less than or equal to the previously stored value, the move is allowed. If a move raises
the system energy, there is still a random chance the fold will occur. The probability of
the fold occurring depends on the system’s thermal energy. This is accomplished using a
thermal energy test which is based on the Boltzmann factor. Equation 3 and 4 show the
thermal energy test.
⁄
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(3)

( )
Where

is the change in energy and T is the current temperature. In Equation 4 the

Boltzmann factor is tested against a random number between zero and one. If the
Boltzmann factor is greater than the random number the test fails. This means the larger
the increase in energy, the less likely a fold will occur at that given temperature. The
higher the temperature, the more likely the fold will be allowed. This whole process is
then repeated for a specified number of iterations.
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(4)

Start

Generate Energy Array

Choose a random amino acid

No

Find a possible move

Fails

Find current energy of the protein

E>0

E<0

Satisfies
Test thermal energy

Fold

Figure 3: Simplified algorithm flow chart. This is a simplified flow chart
of the algorithm used to fold a single protein once. To fold a protein so
that it is done folding repeat steps “Choose a random amino acid”
through “Fold” or “Fails”.
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D. The Annealing Function
In the folding process, it was mentioned that there was a thermal energy test that took
into account the thermal energy of the system. In the preliminary stages of this research it
became clear that temperature would affect the folding process, specifically the thermal
energy test; see Figure 4. The thermal energy test is a key component of the folding
algorithm. Without its existence the protein would randomly fold into a local minimum
energy configuration and would not be able to get itself to the global minimum. The
temperature of the system allows for thermal energy to make a fold that raises the energy
of the system, thus making it possible for the amino acid chain to have a chance at getting
closer to the global minimum. The results showed that energy verses time graphs would
appear noisy for any given constant temperature. Such as is shown in Figure 4 (a). Notice
that plot does not appear as smooth as Figure 4 (b). An issue that has arisen in the folding
process occurred when using a constant temperature is that each protein of length N
needs its own specific temperature to fold it efficiently. To generalize the process an
annealing function was added to the code.
An annealing function can be defined as a process that starts with a substance at a
high temperature and then lower the temperature at a slow rate to bring a substance to a
lower energy level. In experimental physics annealing is closely tied to the heating of
metals near their melting point and then the cooling of them to form a more uniform
crystal structure that also has a lower overall energy structure. However in statistical
physics it is possible use annealing with temperature related optimization problems8.
Annealing, in the case of protein folding, is the process in which temperature is lowered
during the folding of a protein in order to ease it into a lower energy state quicker. The
14

idea behind protein folding is that the energy of the structure decreases until the protein
reaches an equilibrium energy. Since energy and temperature are directly related through
whether or not a fold is allowed because of the thermal energy test, an efficient way to
fold the protein is by lowering the temperature as energy of the protein is decreased. In
order to take this into account, a temperature function needed to be added into the code.
Before that, only a constant temperature was chosen for the folding process. The
annealing function also acts like a check and balance system. It is unlikely for a protein in
nature to unfold itself completely when it is in a compact configuration and with a
constant temperature it was possible to see proteins unfold completely during a run.
To create a suitable temperature function to assist a protein in the folding process, it
had to satisfy a few conditions. First the function had to change with respect to energy
and second, it had to reflect the way it lowers energy at a constant temperature. The
resulting function is an exponential function.
(5)
Where T is temperature,

is the initial temperature, C is a constant, and E is the energy

stored in the bonds of the protein. It is important to note that E is always less than or
equal to zero. The negative energy comes from the values of the interaction energies and
the fact that the system is initially defined as being at zero energy at the start. In order to
use the annealing function, Equation 5, the constant C needed to be determined. To do so
initial conditions need to be chosen in. To do this, the equation needs to be rewritten to
solve for C.
( )
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( )

(6)

The initial conditions of the system now need to be plugged in to equation 6 to obtain the
constant in the annealing function. To find the constant, C, certain variables needed to be
estimated, such as estimating the global minimum energy, E. To estimate E, the number
of amino acids, the average number of interactions an amino acid has within the final
structure, and the average interaction energies need to be estimated. With those estimated
values determined the rough minimum energy could be found by multiplying them
together.
E=N*Z*AVI

(7)

Where N is the number of amino acids in the chain, Z is the number of nearest neighbors
interacting per amino acid, and AVI is half the average interaction energy. For N=15
amino acids the best Z=1.5 and

=5, and for N=30 the Z=1.75 and

=6. These numbers

were found based on trial and error. A Mathematica manipulative plot was created to
compare the C value. The concept behind the plot is that the lower temperature bond, the
point at which the Boltzmann factor will consistently fail, needs to align with the
estimated global minimum energy. The upward bond is there to visualize where the
Boltzmann factor should begin to freeze out. In the Mathematica plot the temperature
function was graphed with all the constants adjustable; the interface is shown on Figure
5. The result allows for a C value to be chosen with some precision, only if the final
minimum energy of the protein is known. An example of the plot is Figure 5, for N=15
and the estimated minimum energy should be around -25. From Figure 5 it was possible
to verify to constant C from the MATLAB code. From finding optimal values through
trial and error a more general function was developed to find the specific constant for a
given protein length.
16
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This allowed for the annealing function to be used.
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Figure 4: Demonstrating annealing benefits. (a) A plot of the average energy over a 100
runs versus number of iterations with a constant temperature of T=3. (b) A plot of the
average energy over a 100 runs versus number of iterations with the annealing function
instead of a constant temperature.
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C
0.056

Tnot
5

Lower
0.75

Upper
0.85

MinimumEnergy
35

Estimated
minimum energy

1.5

1.0

Lower
Temperature bond

100

80

Temperature

Upper
Temperature bond

0.5

60

40

20

Energy

Figure 5: Determining the annealing constant C. This is a plot made in Mathematica to
help verify the constant found during a simulation. This graph is Temperature vs. Energy.
The Blue line is the temperature function and the other three lines are there to show the
limits.
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E. Defining SOC Behavior
To evaluate SOC behavior of the model, a counter was included in the folding portion
of the code. The counter tracks when the protein folds. For this model, a consecutive fold
adds to the counter. If a fold occurs that raises the energy of the system, the counter will
reset and the previous number will be saved into a matrix where it will keep track of the
frequency and magnitude. This data was collected over multiple runs, with each run
attempting to full fold a protein with a set number of iterations. The event of consecutive
folds will be referred to as avalanches from now on. Avalanches have a specific
magnitude and frequency in which they will typically occur. This is from the theory
behind the power law behavior. Once all the folding is complete, the simulation is plotted
as avalanches on a logarithmic plot.
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4. Results and Analysis
A. Overview
For this research project, proteins of length 15, 30, and 60 amino acids were studied.
We began by evaluating whether the data for a single protein length follows a power law.
If the results follow a power law behavior, then it is necessary to investigate whether the
power law behavior scales in a finite manner with respect to protein length.

B. Length 15 Amino Acid
When analyzing a model it is important to start with the simplest version. In this
research, a 15 amino acid length protein is used as the shortest length chain which would
still be able to fold in an interesting way. The result of the folding simulation is presented
in Figure 6 (a). The parameters include an annealing function and statistics based on 250
runs. The log-log plot in Figure 1, showing log (frequency) versus log (folding size),
should be linear if the data follows a power law. This would be expected for selforganized behavior. The graph is not well fit by a single line, as the data seem to follow
different linear slopes in different frequency regimes. A better fit is given by the sum of
two lines. No cause has been determined yet. We hypothesized that this behavior is an
inherent feature of this model due to the length of the protein and the statistical sampling
size. In Figure 6 (b) a length 15 amino acid sequence, with statistics fom 2000 runs, is
compared with the data set from Figure 6 (a). Note the similarities between both data sets
when they are plotted together. While the increased statistics do not necessarily improve
the linearity of the overall plot, they do allow for less probable avalanche sizes to be
observed. It is important to note that there are some avalanches in the higher statistical
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run that occur once out of 2000 runs. The statistics collected for this end of the spectrum
are much lower compared to the small avalanches, which occur a few million times over
the total number of runs.
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Figure 6: Length 15 protein SOC data (a) Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche
size of a protein of length 15 with 250 runs. (b) Plot of Figure 6 (a) repeated with 2000
runs
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C. Proteins of Length 30 and 60
Similarly to the length 15 protein, the length 30 and 60 proteins folding results are
best fit by 2 linear regimes. Figure 7 (a) shows results of a length 30 protein and Figure 8
shows results for a length 60 protein. Notice how there is a slight shift in the location of
the intersection of the two best fit lines as the protein length changes. In Figure 8 a
similar trend is visible. In Figure 7 (b) the increased statistics do not statistically move the
kink in the line. The effect of increased statistics is consistent with Figure 6 (b). It might
be thought that increasing the length of a protein would allow for a larger avalanche size;
however, a larger protein also increases the chance for an amino acid that can’t move to
be selected, thus stopping the current avalanche of folds. This implies that longer proteins
require more statistics, from more simulations runs, to accurately determine their SOC
behavior. These results show that the HP model in particular, coupled with a Monte Carlo
structured algorithm, tends to favor small to mid-size over large sized folds. This means
that statistically larger avalanches happen more frequent for smaller length proteins
compared to larger proteins of similar avalanche sizes. This is shown in Figure 9 where
the data sets begin to intersect each other.
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Figure 7: Length 30 protein SOC data (a) Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche
size of a protein of length 30 with 250 runs. (b) Plot of Figure 7 (a) repeated with 500
runs
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Figure 8: Length 60 protein SOC data. Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche
size of a protein of length 60 with 250 runs
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D. Finite Scaling
In the discussion in subsection 4.B and 4.C the existence of power law behavior is
questioned. The next step is to look more closely at the question of scaling, since SOC
requires not only power law behavior, but a scaled version of the power law for different
size systems. In Figure 9, all the avalanche plots are graphed together. It is possible to see
that for the first half decade there could potentially be a function that could collapse the
data on top of each other. After the first half decade the avalanche plots begin to intersect.
This portion of the data is unlikely to have a function that is similar to the first half
decade that could scale the data on top of each other.

6
5
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Log (Frequency)
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Log (Avalanche Size)

Figure 9: Comparing all lengths. Log plot of avalanche frequency vs avalanche size of a
protein of lengths 15 through 60 with 250 runs
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5. Conclusion
These results do not support or disprove SOC behavior in protein folding. As
mentioned in the results section, the lack of linearity can come from the limitations of the
model. These results are for a simplified model of protein folding. There is a chance that
a more realistic model can produce SOC behavior. Future goals for this project include
investigating other models. Possibilities include allowing the protein to fold in free space
and not be limited to a cubic lattice; increasing the number of amino acids to 20, which is
the amount found in nature; and providing an energy interaction array which is a realistic
function taking into account amino acids further that a unit one distance away. In
addition, the folding rules could be updated to allow for bond stretching and the twisting
of bonds. It is also possible to allow sections of the amino acid chain to move.
Not only were the models not exhibiting power law behavior, but they also did not
exhibit finite scaling. In future research if linearity is found from the power law
distribution this it would be necessary to confirm this with the KS test, which was
discussed in the theory section. With the combination of the KS test and a data that is
visibly linear it will be possible to investigate finite scaling.
It is important to note that this project is a stepping stone into the area of SOC
behavior and protein folding. If SOC is a useful framework for understanding protein
folding, it will need to be explored using more complex models. This research found that
there could possibly be limitations to a three dimensional cubic lattice protein model,
when investigating SOC behavior.
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Appendix A:Protein folding algorithm
clear all
clc
%% User Settings
NUMBER = 15; % # of amino acids per protein
ITEDIV = 1;
MAXITE = ceil((-(1600000/3) + (380000/9) * NUMBER) / ITEDIV); % # of
allowed fold attempts per protein
RUNNUM = 250; % # of runs
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%SCENARIO PARAMETERS
%Hydrophobicity
HYDROP = 1;
% 0 --> Random interaction energies
if HYDROP == 0
NUMTYP = 20;
ENRGYM = -rand(NUMTYP)*(abs(-2 - -4)) + -2;
ENRGYM = triu(ENRGYM) + triu(ENRGYM,1)'; %makes ENRGYM symmetrical
across diagonal
NEARES = 4/3 + NUMBER/90;
TSTART = 13/3 + 2*NUMBER/45;
TFINAL = 0.75; %The Temp at which the B-Factor can't be > Monte.
TITLES = ['N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max Iter = ' num2str(MAXITE)];
end
% 1 --> Use HP for interaction energies
if HYDROP == 1
NUMTYP = 2;
ENRGYM = [-10, -1; -1, -2];
NEARES = 5/3 + NUMBER/45;
TSTART = 12;
TFINAL = 0.8;
TITLES = ['HP Model Annealing, N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max Iter =
' num2str(MAXITE)];
end
%Temperature
TEMPER = 0;
% 0 --> Annealing Temperature
if TEMPER == 0
AVEINT = mean(mean(ENRGYM)) / 2;
FENRGY = - NUMBER * NEARES * abs(AVEINT);
CONSTANT = (log(TFINAL) / FENRGY) - (log(TSTART) / FENRGY);
%These will be used later to calculate the annealing temperature
else
% Non-zero --> Constant Temperature
T = TEMPER;
TITLES = ['Temp = ' num2str(TEMPER) ', N = ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Max
Iter = ' num2str(MAXITE)];
end
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%Amino Acid Type Assignment
TYPELI = zeros(1, NUMBER);
for i = 1:NUMBER
TYPELI(i) = randi(NUMTYP);
end
%Interaction Energy Matrix
INTERE = zeros(NUMBER,NUMBER);
for i = 1:NUMBER
for j = 1:NUMBER
if i == j || i == (j+1) || i == (j-1)
INTERE(i,j) = 0;
else
INTERE(i,j) = ENRGYM(TYPELI(i),TYPELI(j));
end
end
end
Energy = zeros(1, MAXITE); %preallocates energy matrix for all
runs/iters
%Avalanche Definition
NEWDEF = 1;
% 0 --> Old definition of avalanche (only energy reducing folds count)
% 1 --> New definition of avalanche (all folds count)
%avalfold = zeros(RUNNUM, MAXITE);
avalnum = 0;
avalfolds = zeros(1,MAXITE);
%Stopping Avalanches
AVLSTP = 0;
if AVLSTP == 1
avalstop = 3; % maximum avalanche allowed without inhibiting
perstop = 50; % percentage of avalanches > avalstop halted.
end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------disp(['N: ' num2str(NUMBER) ', Runs: ' num2str(RUNNUM)])
disp('Parameters initialized. Simulation running...')
%% Run
%Timer
TIMECH = 0;
TIMEON = clock;
junx = 0;
juny = 0;
UNIQUE = [num2str(fix(TIMEON(1))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(2))) ' '
num2str(fix(TIMEON(3))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(4))) ' '
num2str(fix(TIMEON(5))) ' ' num2str(fix(TIMEON(6)))];
MAXITE=.5*MAXITE;
for run = 1:RUNNUM
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%Resets protein to flat state ever iteration
xyz = zeros(3, NUMBER); %3xN matrix of amino acid coordinates
xyz(1, :) = (1:NUMBER) - ceil(NUMBER / 2);
xyzd(:,:,1,run) =
sqrt(bsxfun(@plus,dot(xyz,xyz,1)',dot(xyz,xyz,1))-2*(xyz'*xyz));
tempxyzd = xyzd(:,:,1,run);
% Preallocating variables inside the run loop & refresh every new
run
DE = zeros(1, MAXITE);
Elast = 0;
marker = 0;
%Folding
for iter = 1:MAXITE
%Get Initial Energy before fold
Einit = Elast;
Energy(1,iter) = Einit; % This is finding the initial energy
before the next possible fold
if TEMPER == 0
T = TSTART*exp(CONSTANT * Einit); % The annealing function
end
flag = 0;
%Find possible fold
num = randi(NUMBER);% num is a random amino acid
tmppoint = xyz(:, num); % saves the starting coordinates of the
random amino acid to a temporary var.
if num == 1 %if the first amino acid is chosen
next = 2;
p_av = get_aroundp(xyz(:, next));
p_av = p_av';
elseif num == NUMBER %if the last amino acid is chosen
pre = NUMBER - 1;
p_av = get_aroundp(xyz(:, pre));
p_av = p_av';
else %code if any other amino acid is chosen
next = num + 1;
pre = num - 1;
ptem1 = get_aroundp(xyz(:, next));
ptem2 = get_aroundp(xyz(:, pre));
p_av = intersect(ptem1', ptem2', 'rows'); %p_av stores all
coordinates of possible moves of the amino acid.
end
p_av = setdiff(p_av, xyz','rows'); % Eliminates already
occupied positions (so that it can't fold into a space already
occupied)
p_av = p_av';
%Possible fold found
if isempty(p_av) == 0
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xyz(:, num) = p_av(:, randi(length(p_av(1, :))));
%Calculate final energy
nrg = 0;
xyzd(:,:,1,run) =
sqrt(bsxfun(@plus,dot(xyz,xyz,1)',dot(xyz,xyz,1))-2*(xyz'*xyz));
tempxyzd = xyzd(:,:,1,run);
distances = triu(xyzd(:,:,1,run));
[r,c] = find(distances == 1);
nebrs = [r c];
for i = 1:length(nebrs)
pair = nebrs(i,:);
nrg = nrg + INTERE(pair(1,1),pair(1,2));
end
Efinal = nrg;
%Check if fold is allowed
DE(iter) = (Efinal - Einit);
if DE(iter) < 0
flag = 1;
Elast = Efinal;
else
boltz = exp(-DE(iter)/T);
monte = rand(1);
if boltz > monte
flag = 1;
Elast = Efinal;
end
end
if AVLSTP == 1
if marker >= avalstop
if rand(1) < perstop/100
flag = 0;
xyz = tmpprotein;
end
end
end
if flag ~= 1
xyz(:, num) = tmppoint;
Elast = Einit;
end
else
xyzd(:,:,1,run) = tempxyzd;
end
% Avalanche Code
if NEWDEF == 1 % Counts any fold towards avalanche
%avalfold(run,iter) = flag;
if flag == 1
marker = marker + 1;
if AVLSTP == 1
if marker == 1
tmpprotein = xyz;
end
end
else
if marker ~= 0
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avalnum = avalnum + 1;
avalfolds(1, avalnum) = marker;
marker = 0;
end
end
end
% Time of Completion
if TIMECH == 0 && ((iter * run) / (MAXITE * RUNNUM) >= 0.10)
TIMECH = 1;
TOTALT = fliplr(fix((clock - TIMEON) * 1/((iter * run) /
(MAXITE * RUNNUM))));
for m = 1 : 2
for time = 1 : 5
if time == 1 || time == 2 || time == 3
% Second, Minutes, Hour
junkx = TOTALT(time)/60;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 60;
elseif time == 4
% Day
junkx = TOTALT(time)/24;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 24;
elseif time == 5
% Month
junkx = TOTALT(time)/30;
TOTALT(time) = (junkx - floor(junkx)) * 30;
end
TOTALT(time + 1) = TOTALT(time + 1) + floor(junkx);
end
if m == 1
disp(['Estimated Runtime: ' num2str(TOTALT(6)) '
Years, ' num2str(TOTALT(5)) ' Months, ' num2str(TOTALT(4)) ' Days, '
num2str(TOTALT(3)) ' Hours, ' num2str(TOTALT(2)) ' Minutes, '
num2str(TOTALT(1)) ' Seconds.'])
TOTALT = TOTALT + fliplr(fix(clock));
else
disp(['Estimated Date of Completion: '
num2str(TOTALT(6)) '-' num2str(TOTALT(5)) '-' num2str(TOTALT(4)) ' @ '
num2str(TOTALT(3)) ':' num2str(TOTALT(2)) ':' num2str(TOTALT(1))])
end
end
end
end %Done folding
end %All runs complete

function p_av=get_aroundp(coord)
p_mov = [1,-1,0,0,0,0;0,0,1,-1,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,-1];
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% p_mov is a 3x6 matrix showing possible moves in a 3D lattice. Each
column represents a possible change in position.
pig = zeros(3,6);
% This loop assigns the coordinates of the amino acid to each column of
the pig matrix.
for n = 1:6
pig(:,n) = coord;
end
p_av = pig + p_mov;
% p_av is the matrix of FILE_NAMEs an amino acid can go to.
end
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Appendix B: Analyzing code
clear rAVADATL rAVADATF
[rFREQENC, iAVASIZE] = hist(avalfolds, 1:max(avalfolds));
rAVADATA = cat(2,iAVASIZE',rFREQENC');
%%
RMVROW = rAVADATA(rAVADATA(:,2)==0);
for i = 1:length(RMVROW)
rAVADATA(rAVADATA(:,1) == RMVROW(i,1),:) = [];
end
%% KS Test ==> This requires the curve fitting toolbox & the statistics
toolbox.
rAVADATL(:,1) = log10(rAVADATA(:, 1));
rAVADATL(:,2) = log10(rAVADATA(:, 2)/RUNNUM);
function1 = fit(rAVADATL(:,1), rAVADATL(:,2), 'poly1');
rAVADATF(:,1) = function1(rAVADATL(:,1));
[h,p] = kstest2(rAVADATL(:,2),rAVADATF(:,1));
%%
TITLE='Average Avalanche Distribution in a log plot N=15 Runs=1000';
figure(10)
plot(rAVADATL(:,1), rAVADATL(:,2), 'sb', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b')
xlabel('log(Avalanche Size)')
ylabel('log(Frequency)')
title(TITLE)
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